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One of the objectives of the three memers of the Women in Science House,
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Klein
explains the
orgasmic
sneeze
By Karyle Kramer
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and the Women in Science House.
puiposes of his thernehou Sc is "to raise the
level of political and intel lectual discourse
on the campus."
Among the house s activities will he a
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Staff Writer
"An orgasm is a reflex,just like a sneezeonly better," said marriage counselor and
sex therapist Marty Klein to 130 people at
his talk "Making SexualRelationships Work:
New Rules for a New Decade" Monday
1
night in the Rotunda.
I Klein has appeared on Geraldo and
Donahue and has written over 150 articles
, on sex and relationships in Redhook, Playboy, Modern Bride and New Physician. At
: his talk, sponsored by ASUPS Lectures, he
addressed everything from sexual decision
making to premature ejaculation.
Klein said that the "Three C's" ofgood sex
are "ccmmunication, communicating and
communicate. In general, we are thinking
so much, that it can never be
about
spontaneous, and that's why we have to
communicate. People are concerned that
communication will break the mood."
He added that people need to remember
tiiat"themoodisnotgoingtorunawayifwe
say the wrong thing. There is no right or
wrong way to have sex."
He also labeled television and movies as a
"disservice" to sexual relationships. "The

sex
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University, friends mourn loss of student
LTrai1 News Staff
Nolan Kleckner, a junior mathematics
major, was found dead in his off-campus
apartment on the afternoon of April 13,
according to information received from
the Tacoma Fire Department.
Reports from the Pierce County Medical
Examiner indicate that Kieckner took his
own life.
President Phibbs has extended sympathy and profound condolences to
Kleckner's family.
Today at5:30p.m. agathering of friends
and colleagues will remember Kleckner
in the Apollo computer Lab in Thompson
Hallroom 115.
Last Tuesday night, friends, faculty and
staff met informally with university coundiorsandUniversityChaplain Jim Davis

for support in dealing with the unexpected
death.
On Tuesday,April 21, another support
group will meet with Don Marshall of the
Counseling Center at 8:30 p.m. in SUB 201.
Inquiries about assistance to Kleckner's

friends and family should be addressed to
the Dean of Students (X3360). The
University Chaplain (X3374) and staff of
the Counseling Center (X3372) are available to speak with anyone individually or
in a gmup.

ABE gears up for Earth day
LBy Bruno Zalubil
News Editor
Next Wednesday is Earth Day and Activists for a Better Environment (ABE) are not
going to let the day pass by without reminding the campus of environmental responsibiities.
ABE will start the three day observance on
Monday with a lecture. At noon in the SUB
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mation table in the SUB for all three days
of the observance. The table will have
environment-saving information and it
will be selling Earth Day tee-shirts. Each
day ABE will also focus on a national
issue to present at the table. One topic, for
example, will be forestry issues concerning British Columbia.
The table will also display several point-
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sex you seeonT.V. isn'treal; itdoesn't show
the real things that happen,like the phone
ringing, having to go the bathroom, the
condom falling off or the indecision one or
both partners may feel. Klein stressed the
importance of being able to accept these
minor interruptions, and also feeling comfortable talking about them.
Besides communication, Klein talked about
sexual decision making. He made a distinction between sex and intercourse, saying that
intercourse is only one kind of sex, and
therefore people can be sexually active even
if they are not having intercourse.
Comparing sex to shopping, Klein said
that "sex ouaht to be a oleasant, non-hassled
ien you're in the
d that either the
mfortable, or it
Is, or you had a
ire to begin with.
id shop in a store
i'thave sex with
rnfortable with.
e making other
) Klein. Before
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WORLD
NEWS
U.S. refrains from sanctions against Peru
USA - The Bush Administration continued to sharply criticize President
Alberto K. Fudjimoro of Peru for suspending democracy to bring in order his
Andean nation. But Washington stopped
short of calling for economic sanctions to
force him to change his course. While
Secretary of State James A. Baker III told
a special session of the Organization of
American States that "you cannot destroy
democracy in order to save it," he joined
with other O.A.S. foreign ministers in
backing relatively restrained resolution
on Peru. The United States has consistently criticized Fudjimoro's actions since
they were taken on April 5. Washington
has a great deal of sympathy for the
threats that the Peruvian Government
faces from drug traffickers and Maoist
Guerillas, but in its view, as expected by
Baker, Fudjimoro has made a "tragic
mistake" because his actions will deprive
it of what it most needs to defeat those
threats and the poverty that hobbles the
country. In other words, strong and sustained international support and aid and
the internal legitimay comes from being
a democratic government. Moreover, Bolivia, Ecuador, Chile and Brazil all sharu
borders with Peru and have told Washington they are wary of taking any action
that could lead to the collapse of the
central Government in Lima and the rise
of drug traffickers and terrorists. (The
New York Times)

ASEAN and Vietnam foster
closer ties
THAILAND - ArecentseminarinKuala
Lumpur brought together former Vietnam Foreign Minister Nguyen Co Tach
and several of his principle diplomatic
foes of the 1980s - former foreign ministers Ghazali Shafie and Mochtar
Kusumaadja of Malaysia and Indonesia,
and Tommy Koh, onetime Singapore
ambassador to the United Nations. The
three ASEAN diplomats spent much of
the last decade in verbal combat with the
austere, gray-haired Tach, trying to hector and cajole Vietnam into abandoning
its occupation of Cambodia. At the seminar, however, the group sipped coffee
and discused regional strategies that would
bring Vietnam closer than ever to the
Association of Southeastern Asian Nations - Brunei, Indonesia, Malaysia, the
Philippines, Singapore and Thailand.
Gently reminded of their recent ideological differences by one ASEAN participant, Tach remarked dryly: "We are all
patriots." The burgeoning commercial
links and diplomatic byplay are manifestations of the most striking u-turn in South-

east Asia relations since Indonesia ended
its "Konfruntasi" with Malaysia in 1966.
The thaw in ASEAN-Vietnam tie began
with Hanoi's withdrawal of troops from
Cambodia in late 1989. But it has accelerated with Vietnam's domestic economic
liberalization, the end of the Cold War and
the disintegration of Hanoi's main economicpatron, the SovietUnion. (TheAsian
Wall Street Journal Weekly)

Cam'paign Update
Clinton wins Virginia caucus,
but voters' doubts remain
EJBy Matthias Dezes
Staff Writer

Sorrowfully, Mand eta tells of
separation from his wife
SOUTH AFRICA - In a voice reflecting
tenderness and regret, Nelson Mandela,
the President of the African National Congress, announced that he and his wife of 33
years, Winnie Mandela had agreed to separate. Affectionately referring to Mrs.
Mandelaby her African name of Nomzamo,
Nelson Mandela said: "My love for her
remains undiminished." But he left little
doubt that he considered their marriage,
which had seemed to survive his 27 years
of imprisonment, now to be finally over.
"In view of the tensions that have arisen
owing to differences between ourselves on
a number of issues in recent months, we
have mutually agreed that a separation
would be best for each of us," Mandela
said. He would not specify whether the
differences were of a political or personal
nature and he did not say they would seek
a divorce. (The New York Times)

Victory by Britain's conservatives spurs talk of economic
recovery
GREAT BRITAIN - After months of
recession-inspired pessimism, the surprise
victory of Britain's governing Conservative Party lastweek has most ofthe country
talk about economic recovery. Cooler
heads, though, say an economic recovery is
likely to be halting and will depend on how
quickly Germany's central bank loosens
its tightmonetarypolicy. Meanwhile, Prime
ministeriohn Majormoved quickly to name
a younger and more moderate cabinet. The
new team marks a departure from the allmale, strongly right-wing cabinet he inherited when he succeeded Margaret Thatcher
as Prime minister 16 months ago. He named
five new members, including two women,
Health Secretary Virginia Bottomley and
Employment Secretary Gillian Shephard.
Former Environment Secretary Michael
Heseltine will head an extended Department of Trade and Industry. Separately,
blaming a pro-conservative British press
for the opposition Labor Party's defeat,
Neil Kinnock said he would resign as leader
and let a special party convention elect his
successor in June. (The New York Times I
The Wall Street Journal)

World News edited by Matthias Dezes
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Governor Bill Clinton of Arkansas won
52 percent, former California Governor
Jerry Brown achieved 12 percent and 36
percent went for "uncommitted" in
Virginia's final caucus.
Despite Clinton's successes, doubts
about his character and, therefore, his Capability to be a responsibly acting president, still remain. They even fill the front
page ofthe Time magazine, which recently
informed its readers "Why Voters Don't
Trust Clinton".
In fact, the figures presented seem to be
bad omes for candidates running for the
United States'mostimportantoffice: Only
27 percent of those questioned stated they
would be proud to have Clinton as a president, and 62 percent said they would not.
Further, Time indicated that Clinton is
"shifting with the wind": itpresents contradictory statements Cinton made during the
campaign on the Persian Gulf War, miitaiy spending and labor unions. The most
severe contradiction can be found in
Clinton's attitude toward abortion where
today he speaks for an abortion law that
would not require teens to get parental
consent before seeking abortion, whereas
three years ago he signed an Arkansas bill
that said exactly the contrary.
All this leads to assume that the voters
quoted in the last Trail were expressing
normal opinions in believing that Clinton

tells people only what they want to hear.
The "slick Willie"- image comes unavoidably to the mind.
The current focus of the American medin on Clinton's character raises the question of how his candidacy is perceived by
the western allies. Do the Europeans, for
example, look with concern toward the US,
fearing that a screwball could win the election?
Not at all. Clinton's campaign is followed with great interest; many consider
him to be able to get the state-ship USA
going again. His program, which does not
leave any political issue of importance untouched, is often seen as the vision that
George Bush left to be desired in his last
campaign.
Economic analysts find his plan for the
economy promising. One author pointed
out how good it was to see a candidate who
knows how to drive a pick-up truck and to
mix cards instead of a boring intellectual
like Michael Dukakis was.
It seems that many Americans have lost
focus on the skills that make a good politician, i.e. a concise program, leadership
skills and the ability to communicate with
the man on the street. Clinton has all these
features, but whatever he does and says is
interpreted against him. American voters
stated frequently that they felt deceived by
politicians. It seems, as ifClinton has to pay
for the faults that others, who had won from
charisma, had made.

Pere tin ia!
Excellence at the University of Puget Sound

Summer Session at Puget Sound enables you to enrich your education by
finally enrolling in that special course; stay on track for graduation by taking
one or two courses; devote yourseffto an especially diffIcult course without
the distractions of a full academic schedule; attend school while workingclasses are offered in six-week blocks of time with some scheduled in the
evening. Early registration for Summer Session opens April 13, 1992.

Summer Session 1992 Features
,f

Courses in all disciplines.

/ Courses in all Core areas.
Courses which meet prerequisites for classes offered next year.
/ Outstanding Puget Sound faculty.
/ Twenty-five percent tuition reduction.

L Crimes on C

X
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April 8, 1992 through April 15, 1992

A student reported the theft of her wallet. The wallet was left
unattended in a study carrel at the Library.
April 10, 8:15 p.m. Library staff reported the attempted theft of a Laser Disk player
from the basement of the Library. The player was found partially
unbolted from its mounting bracket
April 10, 2:30 p.m. A video cassette recorder was reported stolen from a classroom in
McIntyre Hall. The cable used to secure the recorder was cut.
April 14, 10:30 a.m. A student reported the theft of a "Sony Diskman" and Compact
Disk left unattended in a Library study carrel. The "Diskman"
belonged to the University.
April 14, 6:50 p.m. A staff memberrepoited that her vehicle was the victim ofa hit and
run accident while it was parked near Thompson HalL
April 15,7:12a.m. A Custodian reported a large maroon couch missing from the
basement of the ChapeL

April 8,8 p.m.

/ Work-study preference given to Puget Sound students enrolled in
Summer Session,

Tuition
Tuition is charged on a per unit basis in the Summer Session. For
Summer 1992, tuition is $1190 for one unit, $2380 for 2.0 units, and
$2975 for 2.5 or 3.0 units. A unit is equivalent to 6 quarter hours or 4
semester hours of credit.

Admission
Students who are not matriculated at the University in a degree-granting
program may nonetheless register for Summer Session classes.

Registration
Students may register in advance by mail or up until the first day of any
class. Early registration for Summer Session opens April 13, 1992.
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Day care issue revisited
UBy Bruno Zalubil
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News Editor
Day care at Puget Sound has been a persistent issue since 1972, but nothing concrete has ever come from the talks concerning the issue. Last Wednesday, Jeff
Kerssen's Group Decision Making (C&TA
202) class prepared a forum to discuss day
care possibilities on campus.
Associate Professor in C&TA and the
chair of faculty senate, David Droge, was
the first to speak at the forum. He took the
pro side as he explained the progress he has
had with pursuing the feasibility of such a
program on campus.
"For the past 20 years, groups on this
university have gotten together to do something about day care and have gotten nothing done," said Droge. "As people come to
the university and have young kids, they are
interested in day care on campus. But, when
the kids get older, interest fades away."
As a member of an Ad Hoc committee
which created a day care proposal for the
Budget Task force several years ago, Droge
concluded that "institutional policy" is the
major hindrance to the progress.
The Ad Hoc committee created a "Needs
Assessment Survey" in 1990-199 1 and received 811 responses from the main campus and the Law School.
On the survey, 59% explained that they
would strongly support day care on campus
and 28% marked that they wouldn't mind,
making a total of 87% who indicated support.
But after a two-year budget was worked
out for the program, the Budget Task Force
gave a negative reply.
"It's a struggle," said Droge. "Day care
has always been seen as a luxury for the
university."

I,

The only other regional institution which
has a day care program is Lewis and Clark
College in Portland, Oregon.
"I think that is real interesting for obvious
reasons," said Droge, in reference to the
recent announcement that Susan Parr would
leave her administrative positions at Lewis
and Clark to become the president of UPS.
JoAnne Jennings, a student in Kerssen's
class, refuted Droge's claims in building
the argument against a thy care program on
campus.
She noted that the campus faculty already
has a program - "Working Solutions" which is a phone referral system that makes
thy care references according to the specific needs of callers.
"I think the problems would really outweigh the benefits," said Jennings, of the
proposed thy care program which would
only accommodate children ages two to

Library seeking
creative catalog namer
EJBy Bruno Zalubil
News Editor
The next time you're nisjriing through the
entrance of Collins Library to hit the books,
take some time to enter the "Name the
Catalog Contest" because a winning entry
can earn you a Copico card worth 500 free
copies.
The card catalog will be replaced with a
new $500,000 integrated, computerized
system for the Fall Semester.
"The entire collection will be on-line and
you willbeable to access the catalog through
terminals," said library director Marilyn
Mitchell. "It's a lot easier to search. It will
also will be accessible to modems."

Page 3

five. "It isn't going to benefit enough faculty and staff to outweigh the costs."
Jennings cited several negative scenarios
which proved to be the reasons that the
Budget Task Force voted against the pmgram. For example, what kind of fallout
would result if a faculty member's and a
student's child fought? Would faculty or
students have the first spots in the program?
What would happen with the university's
reputation if a molestation occurred? And
would parents be able to sue the university
if a child was treated poorly?
"Day care on this campus would be a
necessity ifthe mission was changed," said
Jennings, "But, this university is in the
education business; not in theday-care business."
Several parents were present at the forum
to voice their opinions.
"Working solutions is not the solution
every time," said one parent.
"We checked with them and its a very
extensive process- as well it should be,"
added another parent. "But it would be
But the system will need a name.
For example, Washington State
University's computer is called Cougalog
and University of Pittsburg students look
their books up on the Pittcat.
So, the Library invites any student, faculty or staff member to enter from either
campus to come up with a suitable eightletter name for the new system. You may
enter as many times as you want.
All entries mustbe receivedby April 20 to
be judged by a library committee. The
winner will be announced before school
gets out.
The card catalog will be moved to the
back corner of the library, but after April
cards will no longer be filed in it.
"We'rereally enthusiastic," said Mitchell.
"Many, many campuses this size have this
kind of system."

better [to have a center] on campus because
then you can drop by on a break and make
sure everything is alnght."
"The university provides academic and
career advising, advising services and health
services," complained a student. "Day care
is another service, just like health services.
It can benefit faculty and students."
There was a local, non-university attempt
to create a day-care center, but it was overruled by neighbors due to parking problems
which would result.
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JBy Bruno Zalubil
NeiL':; Editor
The university's nextpresident. Dr. Susan Parr, will return to campus for a brief
visit this week to furthrr icquaint herself
with UPS.
On Friday afternoon, Dr. Parr wi 11 tour
the campus from a student's perspective
accompanied by Presidential Search Cornmittee members Heniian Westreich and
Dence Perry and current ASUPS president, Zach Goldberg.
During the tour, which is scheduled to
Ias' from I p.m. until 2:30 p.m., Dr. Parr
will be available to meet suulenLs. She
will also be in the SUB Lounge at 2:15
p.m. s that more students will have an
opp()rtunLty to Ifleet her.
KUPS vil I interview Dr. Parr from 2:30
p.m. to 3 p.m.
And from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m., Dr. Parr will
participate in an Open house so that the
faculty and staff will have a chance to
meet her.
Her busy schedule will actually begin
Friday morning when she will nieci with
the university vice-presidents.
Then, she will also visit with former
schoolprcsidents,Dr. R. Franklin Thompson and Dr. Phil Phibhs.
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AsYou Like It
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The 1992 Oregon Shakespeare Festival.
February 26th through November 2nd.
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We know you'll like it. A superb production of
modern playwrights and some of Shakespeare's best.
I

PACKAGES INCLUDE: Roundtrip airfare to
..
.....................
.

..........
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........ .

- Medford • Two nights accommodations & taxes
• One play ticket • Airport transfers • Festival
transfers • Special rates for extra nights.

...

...........
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For reservations call your travel agent or
Horizon Air at 1-800-547-9308.

KENb*
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HOLIDAYS

,

PrFces are per person, double occupancy. Eetra nights avadable Changes and cancellation penalties.
Prices are subject to change without notice. Advance purchase, availability and other restrictions apply.
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An interview with Hilda Smith
DBy Lisa Stone
Staff Writer

At 9 a.m. on Friday April 3, the Plenary
Session for the Pacific Northwest RenaissanceConferencebegan in Kilworth Chapel.
The first paper presenter, a formidable,
dark-haired woman, forcefully stepped up
to the podium and began to discuss her
paper, Women' s Citizenship in Early Modern England. The presenter was none other

than one of the country's foremost scholars
in Women's History: Hilth Smith.
Ms. Smith's academic and professional
achievements as a Women's historian are
extensive as well as impressive. She received her BS in Education at Southwest
Missouri State University in 1963, earned
her MA in History in 1964 at the University
of Missouri and eventually completed her
PhD in History at the University of Chicago
in 1975. She is currently an Associate Professor of History and the director of the
Center for Women's Studies at the University of Cincinnati.
Ms. Smith experience includes a variety
of teaching positions: instructor of Social
Sciences at George Williams College; assistantprofessorin
the History Department at University of Niary-

When
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After reading a light sample ofyour work
as a historian in Women's History, I am
curious aboutyour own history; especially
how you became interested in women's
history.

I hadafairly unusual academic past which
I'll talk about quickly, and then I'll go into
women's history. But some of my past led
me to develop an interest in women's history, perhaps earlier than others.
First of all, I am from quite a poor background—someone just asked me—I'm a
hillbilly; I'm from the Ozarks region, from
Springfield, Missouri which is the southwestern part of the state close to Arkansas.
It came with a kind of ideology of—I guess
you might say populism—but a focus on
the worth of every individual. I think that a
lot of that and also, when I was young, the
strongest compliment that you could give a
person was to say that they were 'common;' which means that you were just like
everyone else. Rather than pulling people
out and trying to make them unique or
better, it was much better to be like your
peers. I know that, when I go home and get
called Hilda Lee, I say to myself, "Hilda
Lee, you're still
nmmnn even

though you';e
becomethiswhaz-

land; visiting
ever in the acascholar at Univerand get c.
demic world." So
sity of Colorado at
that's the kind of
Lee, I say
Boulder; and dibackground I
rector/faculty
started with.
Hilda L
memberofavariI started out at a
ely of NEH Sumlocal
state
S I COflI
mer Institutes
teacher's college,
throughout the
and I went to a
thrii
n1 rou
years. She was
'
state university,
also been a direc
and
eventually recorn th i'
torfor the Arts andceived my doctorHumanitiesforthe
ate at University
in the a
Council of Chief
of Chicago—so I
State School Ofmoved from a
woi
ficérs from 1982
fairly low-level
until 1987.
academic instituAside from writing an array of articles
tion to one of those elite private schools.
and publishing two books, Smith has edited
Now when I got there, I found that rather
many publications as well as presented
than this kind of limited background makpapers at a variety ofconferences and instiing me weaker and less self-confident than
tutions. She hasreceived honors and awards
my friends who had gone to Smith or
forresearch from 1963 through the summer
Hopkins or otherplaces as undergraduates,
of 1990, when she received the Taft Rethat actually I had more self-confidence
search Travel Award form the University
because I believe middle-class women buy
of Cincinnati.
into the myths about the superiority of men
Smith has also played a pivotal role in
generally, but particularly professional
bringing issues about Women's History
men. [Professional men] believe that their
into theprofessional realm. In 1969 she was
time and activities are more worthy than
involved with the first panel dealing with
what the women do.
the Status of women in history within the
As I moved up the class ladder—which
yearly meeting of the American Historical
you do as a part of moving up the educaAssociation. Concurrent with her founding
tional scale—I found more and more
and participating in the Coordinating Comwomen who were afraid that if they got
mittee on Women in the Historical Profesdoctorates they would never get married,
sion, Smith was also the president of the
and we had very few women when I was
Conference Group in Women's History
there in the history department. I would go
until 1978 and an editorial consultant for
in and talk to the head [of the department]
Feminist Studies, as well as founder and
about the lack ofwomen in the department
president ofthe Chesapeake Area Group of
and the women would scream at me and
Women's Historians. For almost three years
say, "how do you have the nerve to do
she was a consultant for the National Scithat?" I actually feel this common backence Foundation where she was in charge
ground which makes me, even today, not
ofa setoffifteen lectures all about women's
treat the president of the university much
history; and is still a member of the board of
differently than I treat the secretary. It
Associate Editors for The Journal of came with the culture really, not I think,
Women's History.
because I'm a particularly good person.
Armed with these amazing accomplishIt gave me strength to go into women's
ments from a copy of her "curriculum vita"
history before there was such a field. I
and various examples of her work and basic
started research in 1966 on the militant
background as a Women's historian from
suffrage movementin England andits foreUPS professors Ann Neel and Florence
mostpeople. I wrote thefirst dissertation in
Sandier, I met Hilda Smith after her presenwomen's history at the University of Chitation at the Renaissance Conference. Ms.
cago; and therefore, was one of those pioSmith was gracious enough to allow a light
neer types.
probing into the person behind the facts of
I worked with a man, the modem English
the accomplishments.
historian there; and he'd actually encour-

-

Ifthis doesn't look like like a BoZArts Duo, we don't know what does. Thefact that the
are three of them gives you only a taste of the kind of zany classical-music comedy
brought to their Friday, April 10 performance in the Jacobsen Recital Hall.

age me to work on the militant suffragettes.
Mostly, however, to ridicule them. He saw
them as a kind ofjok&—these women going
out and writing "VOTES FOR WOMEN"
in acid on the golf greens, putting jam in
mailboxes so the mail couldn't get through,
cutting telephone wires—as they basically
wanted the government not to function until
it gave women the vote. Actually, when I
read the arguments that they made, instead
of thinking they werepeople toridiculel felt
they wereextraordinarily admirable people.
As a consequence, he made me re-write my
seminar paper six times; and basically refused to do a dissertation with me, and said
no one else should do so. I ended up having
to change the period of my work from the
late 19th century back to the 17th century
about six weeks before I was scheduled to
go to England to do my dissertation research. Changing my focus like this is one
explanation of how I got into women's
history.

The only other thing I might say is that J
believe that Feminism is some version of
the conversion process. I actually can't
identify the moment that I became a femiiiist—it had to do with coming in to Chicago and talking with people on campus
about women's issues. One day I went into
a building and they were having a lecture
series on British literature, but this particularly struck me because they had the pictures ofall the speakers and ofcourse, they
were all white men; and when I saw that, it
then came to me—knowing they were all
men—in a way that had not come to me
before. It's led me never to live in a situalion without asking big questions based
around gender. It was a combination of that
kind ofconsciousness-raising as a feminist,
plus I would say some strength from hillbilly background, and a sort of intellectual
dispute with a man I felt was trying to
demean people I was studying.

see SMITH page 5
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Hansen and Owen chart the Parallels of war

trates the damage, pain and horror of war.
And the last story is by a counselor in the
PTSD program who was also in Vietnam.
He was very badly savagely wounded and
his is very much a story of healing and
hope," said Owen. Between these lie the
various voices offering varying perspectives.
"What we were seeking to illustrate is

LJBy Julia Guinn
Staff Writer

10
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"We envisioned it, among other things, as
a very good book about the experience of
war," said English professor Tim Hansen
about his icent1y published book Parallels. Hansen and co-author Susan Owen of
the Communications department (interviewed separately) acknowledge the contributions of approximately 50 veterans
along with 75 U.P.S. students and alumni
who gathered and gave information and
related experiences encountered during
and alter the Vieteam War. Included, too,
are some accounts by soldiers from the war
in Afghanistan. They use the word "we"
throughout, referring to everybody: the
authors, the interviewers, the vetemns, and
the Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD)
program staff at the American Lake Veterans' Hospital.
Parallels was a project initiated by the
late Michael Madden as a team effort with
Tim Hansen. Owen was brought in later to
provide a feminists and a woman's perspective. Hansen and Owen agree that
Michael Madden, a Vietnam vet, who died
from cancer (Dec. 1989) caused by Agent
Orange, was a definite "foot in the door" for
the project in terms of working with people
at American Lake. "Both Tim and I are
non-military," said Owen, "and from time
to time I felt shut out. We were perceived
as outsiders and intruders in the little community at American Lake; it was very difficult to earn the trust of the people there."
Hansen says that many of the veterans
would not have participated in the Parallels
project except that it was, in a sense, a
memorial to Michael Madden. The devastation of Madden's death along with the
difficulty of being accepted into the American Lake community were the major obstacles Hansen and Owen had to overcome

how the experiences of war, while there are
many diverse aspects, that across time,

:

'

,

Above: Susan Owen holds a picture of
the late Professor Michael Mdden,
with whom she coathored the book
Parallels. Left: Tim Hansen, also a
coauthor, holds a copy of same.

while compiling and completing Parallels.

"In terms of writing the book," said
Hansen, "we wantedto individuate the
veterans. In the way the book was
edited we tried to make it sound like
the person who was speaking, and
people who have read the book tell me
that it worked."
"We didn't alter words," said Owen,
"but instead of presenting the book as
a coherent narrative by each individual,
we took parts of the narratives that
were parallel, similar. For example,
we have a chapter on backgrounds and
a chapter on aftermath."
However, two of the stories are preo sented as 'wholes.' "The one at the
beginning is a dark story that ilus-
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How hasyourscholarship ben affectedby
the women's movement, and in what ways,

if it has?

It's been affected sortofin two ways. One
thing was that I wasn't as active in the
general women's movement. I did go to

consciousness-raising groups, but only in
London, so it was very unusual as not many
people would go outofthe country to attend
these groups. In fact it was sort of funny, in
the sense that they worried about Amen-

cans dominating the discussions and had us
sit in the kitchen while the English carried
on with the major discussions and once in a
while we were allowed to speak from the
kitchen with our views.
But more so I really worked on the status
ofthe professional status ofwomen histori-

~
I
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never over."
Hansen and Owen are looking down different avenues in terms of possible future
projects. Hansen was working on a book

analyzing Vietnam narratives, which he
may look at again, before he started Parallels. "I was trying to prove (with the narra-

tives project) that what I was saying about
Vietnam was true. And we did that with
Parallels sothat,aiiwastaken careof. But
I was also trying to penetrate theambiguities of the war and I know so much more
than I did then."
Susan Owen, on the other hand, wants to
take a furlough from Vietnam, though the
areas that she would like to explore stem.
from her work with Parallels. "As a result
of learning about the pornography of violence first hand by looking at Vietnam, I
have begun to look for that discourse of
violence in this culture in other contexts
besides war. And I am interested in ways
that the pomographies of violence and power
you see in Vietnam are perfectly apparent
elsewhere—outside of the war context."

SMITH from page 4
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across ethnicity, across gender lines, there
are many incredible parallels," said Owen.
"We all have th is sen se ofVietnam ve te r-n
ans as somewhere between pathological
killers and victims," said Hansen, "and the
iz
book will let [readers] know what the vets.
really are. We make the point, and I suppose there's something that the vets would
like said, that wars may end but they're

C..iqws or?.

ans. As a graduate student, I organized the
first panel on the status of women in the
profession with two other historians, Gerth
Lamer and Bernice Carroll, and organized

to some ofthe historical scholarship going
on now?

I'm afraid I don't see one change. I see a

series of changes. In the beginning I think
that it was pretty much trying to gain information about women who had been forgotten in the past. Then there was a long time

in which it was argued that youjust have to
totally change the vision and the focus of
history; you have to move from the public
realm to the private realm, and the work of
Carol Srnith-Rosenburg is most important
during that period with a lot of work on

mother-daughter relationships, et cetera.
There was then criticism of that saying that
this is stereotyping women too much, thinking that they're only important in the family, looking atthem only in private relations
and in the family. We need to give attention
to it, but we need to move beyond it—to
focus on public policy issues and acknowledge the public roles that women have

ment for women in the profession really is
important, I think. I would argue that my

always really had in different settings. I see
those changes.
Right now it seems to me we are at a
position where we're continuing to write
about groups of women who have not been
discussed, particularly working-class and
black women. But also cultural studies has
really impacted women's history recently;

sort-of "feminist" work outside my own
scholarship has been most geared toward
gaining fair trealment for women. I would
say that that's one place we've had extraordinary success; in fact, it's amazing that
when we started in 1969 there were almost
no women officers in theAmerican Historical Association, and now over fifty percent
are women and we've hired two women as
presidents in the last five years. It's really
been a phenomenal change and that's important.

and so the kind of influence of ideas about
the history of sexuality are very influential
at the moment. A great deal of work is
being done on defmitions ofsexuality, linking up issues of women's status with questionsofhetemsexualityandhow those things
define power and how they define the use of
the words they imply.
Whazdoyoufeelwomen's historicalscholarship has contributed to traditional historical scholarship?
Probably the single most important con-

How do you see Women's History schol arship changmgfrom the time you started

tribution has been to raise questions about
see SMITH page 6

the coordinating Committee on Women in
the Historical Profession. Although things
like that probably don't seem as important
on the surface, actually to start early on and
continue the pressure for getting fair treat-

Page 6
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Mott Greene opens up ancient world
liBy Kady LaBarre
Staff Writer
Concludingapmjectwhichbegan in 1983
is Honors Professor Mott T.

published one other book, Geology in the
Nineteenth Century: Changing Views of a
Changing World. The ideas behind the

Greene's Natural Knowledge
in PreclassicalAnitquity. The

book, which has recently been
published by John Hopkins
University Press, is an attempt
to bring to light the significance of natural science, or as
Greene more appropriately
phrases it 'natural knowledge,'
to the study and interpretation
of prehistory, ancient history,
and mythology.
The general thesis ofthe book
embraces theidea that the study
of mythology must be accompanied by a certain degree of
natural knowledge. Natural
knowledge,Greene states, was
inherent in the minds of people
living prior to the 1900's simply because they "lived and
worked outdoors, and did most
of their thinking there as well."
Now, as a largely indoor society, that which was obvious to
previous generations is lost to
modem day students of mythology as society has becoiiie,
for the most part, estranged
from daily interaction with the
natural world. Greene states
in his book "[t]hat myths are to a large
extent stories about nature has passed in the
last few generations from something that
'goes without saying' to something that
'cannot be said.' Thus ,NaturalKnowledge
in Preclassical Anitquity proffers natural
science as a key element to consider in the
interpretation of ancient history and myth.
Greene is a historian of science, and has

academy, interdisciplinary is

now synonymous with programmatic, insubstantial, overtly
speculative endeavors which
discard not only disciplinary
boundaries but canons of scholarship and rules of evidence as
well." Thus, each essay is regarded from the standpoint of
the relationships between natural knowledge and mythology,
rather than a marriage of the
1 two.
- When asked if he would parsue any further publications
abased on the ideas found in his
book, Greene responded that
essays in his latest book, however, had
been with him for some time before he first
had an opportunity to expound on them.
This occasion surfaced in the form of a five
year MacArthur Fellowship in 1983 and
later in the honor of John B. Magee Distinguished Professorship in Science and Values, each of which provided support for the
writing of this book.

tUal questions, we don't work with lar
P" Of 11i'tOJY becaUse we see worn t
The argument is, then, that the Renaissance which is seen as a period ofpersonalonly as a legitimate part of social histoi
Ithinkthat'sbccnaproblemandcontinu
fulfillment and access to education, etc.,
to be a problem. That's one area of conu
was actually a time when men had access
versy I would point to.
toexandcdcducationalopportunities. BaAnotheristhatlhavesomeproblernw.
sically what happened is that women rethe
emphasis on sexuality. Because Ix
ally lost ground because if men have more
menandwornenaresexualcrcaturcs,1f
tim ur,mpn }vtwu'
,-lnlv ,
•..........
u
that there has been a confusion of the
thegapbetween menandwomcn becomes
history of sexuality with history, as if that's
even larger. So basically that's what hap-

SMITH from page 5

whether you're talkine about onportumtiesfor men or in Renaissance
courts. The public roles expanded for men
in a way they did not for women, and
education along with it. The point is that
this period ofgeneral progress wasn't true
for women.
In the other period ni this country, the
I 830s, the same argument is made for the
Jacksonian period, which was se n as a
democratic and commanding period. The
kind of domestic ideology that came with
it tied women to the home; therefore, you
don't have a universal vision of progress.
It seems to me that really has changed the
way we think about history generally, not
----- --.
jU.'L aoou wuiuieuu , iiiiuiy.
nened

:

Do you see ongoingproblemsofmethodology wit/un wonwn • S history, and do you
cee women's history heading in aparticular direction because ofthis?

Women'shistoryisnowsolargethatit's
hardtotalkaboutonedirecuon. One of the
ongoing problems is that women's history, because it involved at the time or a
little after the development of social history which is the study ofcommon people
who haven't been studied before, often
has been sc-en as abranch ofsocial history
and that's really limited what we can do as
women'shistorians. Wedon'tdo work in
political areas, we don't work with p()litJr -i ' IC' tons, wc.don'twork with inteliec

Greene relies upon specific cases in mythology and history that have distinct problems and explains their solution through the
application of natural knowledge.
The book is composed of seven
essays which range from a discussion ofEgyptian fractions to
one concerning the natural history of Cyclopes. They are involved deliberations which artfully balance mythological
analyses with geological, archaeological, ind meteorological fact. However, Greene is
careful to pointoutthat his book
is not interdisciplinary, and furthers to state that "[w]ithin the

'

confusion of the
history of sexuality
with history,' as if
that 's the same
thing."

°-Natural Knowledge in
PreclassicalAntiquily is more a

product ofthe conglomeration ofideas that
resulted from his "mental housecleaning"
after receiving the MacArthur Fellowship
than a concentrated field of study. Now that
the book is published, he intends to return to
his usual pastimes which are "studying the
history of the modem world and making [a]
living as a college teacher."

ihe kind ofissues they are interested in?

I see them trying to combine and having
some difficulty doing a very abstract, cii Lical, and theoretical vision of scholarship
with a very grounded need to focus on
issues of diversity and very practical prob. The students are trying to work
if minds ways that this vision has
to do with these kinds of real
; they care about.
there wasn't such a division be:it theoretical, abstract high point
al needs of women earlier in the
entofboth women's history and
StU(IjCS generally. In fact, one
)W women's history and studies
I closely to the women's move-

d'LihcratingWomen'sHistory". NOW
oks in women's history would never
k such political topics because they
iuldn't want to seem so tied to the
)men'smovement. Aswebecome more
d more abstract, I think it's harder and
harmrder for students to know how to bring
ly
very
thesamethine.
Thatisreal
.ul. It defi nes women in very lim ited ways, ft )SC paiL'. of their lives together. I see
and itbuys into the whole sense that women tl it in classes.
somehow embody sexuality in ways men
Jnfortunately, I had run out of time to
don't. I think that even if we're trying to
C much more; but Hilda Smith, who
make it more sopnlsucateo--- -uuauuuely Ui
ms foreveron the run, had some time to
look at sexuality totally different--that it
re parts of her life as an academic and
should not be tied anymore to women's
a person and Ms. Smith's clear and
history than to men's. Those are two areas
wn-to-earth theories allow a closer
that I have at least problems with the emmpse at one of the most iniluential
phasis of current women's historical reolars in Women's history to date.
search.
Because ofyour current position as diI way
rector of a Vo,nen' s Studies program in
d,but
Cincinnati, I am curious zfyou have noziced any change in the kind of students
that come through the program now and

C"t:iiflCflt 10 the longevity of women's
:)rical scholarship.
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Campus Films presents

The Addams Family
Friday, April 17 - 19,
McIntyre 003, $1 wIASB
Come see the Addams deal with the
more macabre moments of modern
living, as long-lost Uncle Fester returns
from the Bermuda Triangle and kicks
everyone out. The Addams Family stars
Anjelica Huston, Christopher Lloyd and
Raul Julia.

El

Lectures presents

Andrew Slaby
'If you met your
r
parents for the
first time at a
party, would you
-1 talk to them?'
Thursday, April 23, 8 pm,
Kiiworth. Chapei, Free
Presently a medical director of Fair
Oaks Hospital in Summit, New Jersey
and Psychiatrist-in-Chief of the Regents
Hospital in New York City, Dr. Slaby is
an expert in stress management and
college aged individuals. Dr. Slaby asks
the question: If you met your parents for
the first time at a party, would you talk
to them?
ASUPS Tours & Travels presents

Victoria, B.C.
. Parents Weekend getaway.

April 24-26
Visit historic Victoria, British Columbia
with ASUPS Tours & Travels. For
Details, see the Information Center on
Monday.
Cultural Events presents

40.

In Concert —
David Benoit
Sunday, April
26, 8 pm, Field- •
•.
house, $7.50
forthecampus
,..
community,
.
otherwise$15
GRP recording artist and pianist David
Benoit takes the stage with his band, and
the University Jazz Ensemble. He's
currently #1 on Billboard's jazz charts
and past hits include This Side Up,
Peanuts' Happy Anniversary, Garfield,
and Waitingfor Spring Add the dynamic
University Jazz Ensemble and you have
what promises to be a night of encores.
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May 1-3

Chariot races, field events, volleyball,
Lip Synch, Mr. UPS, a cruise and more!
Come join in the festivities May 1-3.
Plus, Popular Entertainment is bringing
both Paisley Sin and The Daddies to
campus for a concert that you won't want
to miss on May 1.

WANT TO BE MORE THAN A SPECTATOR?
APPUCATIONS ARE NOW BEING
ACCEPTED FOR PROGRAM
CHAIRPERSONSHIPS AND COMMIUEES.
PICK UP AN APPLICATION FORM IN THE
ASB OFFICE!

0
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Note from the Editor
This has been a very empowering month
so far for me! I not only found out thatl was
a stressoholic, butl got myself on a 12-step
recovery program to heal my self-esteem
problem about my skin blemishes. I think
I have contacted the wonderful strength
within. I am so happy I can share it with
you!
Just today I received this empowering
letter in my mailbox! It reads:

Dear Codependancy Corner,
You know, I feel really spectacular today! Yesterday, my pet lizard, Muffy,
wouldn't eat her crickets that I had specially selecid for her with my own meager
hands just moments before. I know that
because of my past with my mother and
grandfather and great-second-cousin's
riend's cousin's sister I take these things
personally, and that's OK. But when Muffy
didn't eat those crickets I knew she didn't
want me and she thought I was ugly and
she didn't love me like she used to! I knew
our therapy together hadn't helped and
those vacations with the African Mazomban
estivals hadn't made her as happy as they

4

Caressing the Inner Child:Learning to
Stop Sabotaging your Personal
Youness and Love Yoursel[ by Dale
Peacemeal (Mooridust Press, $12.45)
"If you can't love yourself," says Dale in
his moving and inspirational introduction to this profound new book, "who
can you love.?" Who indeed. Dale has
learned to embrace the inner child as
not only a friend, but a lover. At times
teasing, at times amusing, Dale gives
many suggestions on easing your inner

Page 7

,healincj, and backrubs
made me, things weren't the same as they
used to be and they never would be again!
Then I noticed a copy of Codependency
Corner, picked it up, and read the poem
"Schadenfraude Afternoons. "It touched me
so deeply that I laughed and jumpedfor joy
on the spot. I know Muffy loves me, she just
doesn't feel comfortable enough with herself to tell me sometimes. Thank You,
Codependency Corner!
-Liz Ardaman
Greybull, Wyo.
GROWING DEEP WrrHIN ME

Yesterday I found myself
where I hadn't looked before
I was locked and hidden deep
behind an unmarked door
I had the key, but didn't know
until my esteem hit the floor
now that I've tasted my own love
I'm coming back for more

CLASSIFIEDS

I found myself when I lost
that monkey on my back
Now it's loving that I have
not loving that I lack

OL&et

Loving, mature, recovering addict dachshund with self-esteem problem, 2 1/2
years, for supportive non-dysfunctional
family with at least three adult children.
Call Merlo at 342-8735.

\
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family into the sphere of sexual awakening. We found the "party of one" to be
one of the most satisfying exercises, but
you may enjoy others like "rolling in the
clover" or "bannanas Oscar." This book
says, "it's okay to love yourself!!" And we
love Dale all the more for showing us
how.
H.K.
Deep Runs the River to His Soul a novel
by Hal Serif and Gennifer Dorovar
(Footprints in the Sand, $8.29)
The cycles of abuse and addiction,
recovery and awakening, follow special
and uniquely original spirals. Few people

really recognise this in their lives, so
sometimes it takes a really special book
to show them this. Deep Runs the River
to His Soul is just such a book. It is
about a construction worker named Sal
who discovers the reason he can't love
his wife is because he never really loved
his pets as a child, and when he did love
something, like a cat or a plant, it always
died. This is why he's an alcoholic. It
takes Terri Thicket and her dedicated
support group to help Sal throught the
Twelve Steps of recovery. The first time
I read it, I wept openly; it was that good.
J.F.

Summer Housing Information:
Summer Housing Applications are
available now at Residential
Programs. Applications are due at
Residential Programs by
5:00 p.m., Friday, April 24th.

ITY OJ;

. Summer students will be housed
exclusively in Regester Hall.

0

Students wanting on-campus summer
housing must be registered to take
at least one unit of course work
during the summer.
,

vw Housing

Food Servicel

Students will register for summer housing on Tuesday, April 28th, from
8:00 am to 12:00 noon, at Residential Programs, on a first-come, first-served
basis. For those summer school students who currently reside in Regester Hall or who
will reside there in the fall, room selection sign-ups begin Monday, April 27th.
.

Summer Housing Costs:
Per Term:
Full Summer Contract

$200.00 Room
$375.00 Room

$250.00 Board
$475.00 Board

$450.00 Total
$850.00 Total

. For additional information or questions, please call Residential Programs at x33 17.
r
-A

It'sthe Dürstkaaler ReKovery Kids ! These
delightful porcelain figurines remind you
ofthe 12 steps to full selfhood through the
symbolic use of authentically-costumed
Dutch children. An adorable addition to
any kitchen or kubby spot!
By Marjorie Leonard: The 12-step Process to Potty Training Your Inner Child.
Available atthe Special Personness Bookstore: Paperback. $47.95

4

-
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Students desiring summer housing
must have a $200 housing
deposit on file with Student
Accounts. (Note: Your current $200
housing deposit will cover the
summer housing deposit requirement.
Check with Student Accounts to make
sure your current housing deposit is
at $200.)

1975 Ford pickup, runs great.
Codependent. A must. Jaimie, 793-3338.

. Sleep Cheap BC! •

-S

I.

Just to say...thanks Mom! After you put
me on the 12 steps to recovery I no longer
have those self-destructive problems with
cheese! Luv, Jamie.

From $12.50
per night

Our facilities are centrally located and
are great places to make friends from
around the world.
• Penticton Hostel, phone (604) 492-3992
• Victoria International Hostel, phone
(604) 224-3208
.
. Vancouver International Hostel, phone
(604) 932-5492
I Whistler Hostel, phone (604) 932-5492
Operated by the Canadian Hostelling
Association - BC Region, an affiliate of
the International Youth Hostel

April 16, 1992
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andom Chants

I

by Heather
Hopp
Contributing Editor

Lead singer 22
year-old Ari Rome
sat heavily on an overturned crate smoking
a cigarette, comfortable in the musty room
that moments ago held dozens ofjumping,
screaming dancers and just as many foottapping wallflowers. He glanced over the
piles of beer cans stacked against the wall
and leaned forward ,resting his elbows on
his knees, in a moment of silence while the
rest of the band busily threw amp cords off
the stage.
It had been an unusual crowd tonight for
the "classic rock funky blues" band. Usually Random Chants, originally the Electric Blue Ringers when the members were
freshmen, plays to a receptive, yet quieter
and more controlled audience at Magoo's.
But tonight the crowd at the four-way
fraternity function was anything but subdued; it was, in fact, an obnoxious concoc-

A

tion ofstudents altered to the point of frenzy
with the driving pressure of well played
tunes as the focus. The band played every
song they had prepared and then played
some more until early morning when their
bruised fingers and aching voices foited
them to tell disappointed dancers the show
was over. It was complete pandemonium,
yes- but the exhausted workers of the dance
floor said it was utterly fun. And Ari himself, sitting in his sweat soaked shirt with his
cigarette dangling from his strong guitarist's
fingers, looks like he is catching his breath
from a shower of enjoyment.
That night marked a sort of coming home
for some of the members of Random Chants;
this particular fraternity house was their
first gig four years ago when they were
infants in the world of UPS bands. Now,
sitting in the same spot in the twilight of
their senior years, they have climbed the
ladder to reach the indisputable reign of the
most successful and well-known band on
campus, and with good reason. Random
Chants has played every single weekend for

the last two semesters, with gigs ranging
from the Cellar to fraternities to house
parties to, mostcommonly, Magoo's. And
on top of their lineup of upwards of sixty
rock and blues tunes, they have up to five
originals bearing titles such as "Lock the
Door," which, according to Rome, is a
"psychedelic funk blues rap."
This gig also holds a significant place in
the memory of the band for an entirely
differentreason: the mostentertaining mishaps, aside from the theft of a saxophone
and a guitar from outside a bar, have
happened to the band here. Their first performance was punctuatedby assorted speakers and otherequipment falling offthe stage
or falling on the band members. This time
21 year-old drummer Patrick Melville
emerged moments after the show from behind the stage, where he fell when his chair
broke from under him, holding a mysterious piece of metal high above his sweat
dripping head. "I sacrificed my drums for
you guys!" he yelled in exaltation to the
crowd. He didn't seem displeased at the
loss, butrather he appeared to be wallowing
in the adrenaline of the crowd, a beat well
executed, and a night musically well speni
Soon sax player 22 year-old Dave Simon
pulled up a cart beside An, who is known
for his lyric memorizing skills (it is said he
knows the lyrics to over 150 songs) and
joined in the relaxation. The two are quite a
physical contrast. Simon, in an old Stanford
T-shirt and jeans, is of small to average
build with short brown hair and a chiseled
face that holds a quick smile. Rome is an
intimidating behomoth of a man whose
mouth never laughs as much as his darting
eyes do and whose face is obscured by a
long dark brown goatee, Mentally, however, the two are a likely pair; Rome began
some sort of the standard witty repertoire
that he is infamous for, and Simon
fed it back to him until he was fresh
out of sarcasm, then both fell silent
again.
Simon is no stranger to the music
scene; he is currently the general
manager of KUPS and has worked
there as a DJ for four years now.
Rome and Melville also are involved
in KUPS through shows of their own.

Rome hosts Midnight Meltdown, a Monday night show
which includes, on occasion,
guest performances by Carey,
Murray, and Melville.
Melville has a show of his
own featuring classic rock.
As Rome and Simon sat, the
other two members, Melville
and 22 year-old guitarist
?
Masanori Shimozato, "Mas"
to the band, come and partake
•.
in the break as well. The four
•
of them lanint the absence of
bassist senior Jason Carey,
who has flown home for the
weekend. Substitute bassistjunior Sean Murray left
soon after the playing ceascd,and Rome is very
concerned that the photographer that had been doing a shoot on the band earlier in the performance
had taken too many pictures of the band withL
Carey. Random Chants is an extremely tight group,
flowing rhythmically and musically together like so
many drops of water forming a single pool. It is
evident in their music as well as the familiarity of
their conversation that this collection of men have
known each otheras only aband can fora long ti
as long as I can remember," said Rome.
"We love each other," said Shimozato, who sat
quiet on the outskirts of the group. Shimozato is
small with long dark hair, a lock of which escapes
his ponytail when he plays. His stage presence is
one of shadows; visually, he stands still and quiet,
obscured by the equipment, the stage, and the ld
music. But his subdued concentration on his guitar,
which almost looks like a mesmerization touch, is
misleading. While he in himself stays low key in a
performance, his playing can quake the room with
an intensity and execution of talent is entirely
unexpected of his stature. Perhaps the "Don'tF'..
with Texas" T-shirt he had on was an indication of
this duality.
Offstage, Shimozato is deliberate speaking and
serious, intelligent ntly contributing to the group's
conversation as they rest. Rome's spicy comments
on any numier of topics roll over him and hit el
wall behind with an audible thump- it is evident to
the observer that he is used to their bite.
"There's chemistry," said Melville, who was sitting at the other edge ofthe group with a grin on his
face. Melville is tall and looks very unassuming, as
"

see RANDOM, page 11
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Loose Pickles // ab
K'
at Magoo's Annex, //'
Music
April 17
ar
//
(mustbe2l) 7/
7/ CampusB
Monday, A
//
9 pm to midnight//

Teaturing aminimun ofsix bai
Random Chants, Loose Nc
Strings, The Undecided, and
in the Rotunda, 6 pm tozi

Places to look for . great student
bands on the average weekend:

a
1Y

Random Chants will "Embark on a
world tour to an Indian sub-continent"
after the members graduate in the fall,
theorized lead singerl guitarist An
Rome, pictured at left.

* The Rotunda
*TheGreatHall
* Magoo's Annex
* Off-campus house parties
Fraternity functions

Cl,
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Left- Random Chants drummer Pat Melville works out one ofthe sixty tunes the band knows. Random Chants
will be participating in the KUPS music buffet April 27.
Below-Loose Pickles members (left to right) Jim Young, Steve Stanfo
shown here in repose, will be performing tomorrow night at Mago
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by Heather Hopp
They sit in the deserted bar
at9:00 two Sunday nights ago;
an unlikely foursome in a rare
. moment of silence. Perhaps
they are contemplating their first bar performance
in two weeks in the very spot they now sit. Perhaps
ey are creating intricate yet powerful musical
quences to add to the infant set of original songs.
Perhaps not.
"Well," says lead singer/ sax player Chase Pense
in a long pensive drawl, "my favorite golfplayer is
Jack Nicklaus."
"My favorite hocky player is Wayne Gretski,"
SAys lead guitarist Jim Young.
Bassist Liam "Leemur" Price adds, "I have a
lifelong dream that I am striving to acheive of
sitting up waist deep in gravy."
"Chicken or beef?" asks drummerSteve Stanford.
Such is the semi-insane aimlessly absurd world of
Loose Pickles, an up-and-coming band whose
uniquely executed blend of groove ranging from
Van Morrison to the Red Hot Chili Peppers has
proven them to be one of the most stimulating
things to happen around here since the Frugal
Gourmet learned how to make ham quiche. The
eccenthe yet somehow palatable personalities of
each of the four members fuse on stage to produce
a substantial amountofpower; according to Young,
"Each ofus has our own personalities live. Chase is
absolutely insane, Leemur is absolutely cool, and
Steve is craziness on drums."
However, while sitting at the table nonchallantly
•nishing the filth or sixth pitcher ofBoch, none of
this is evident to the casual
observer. Moody Blues"s
"Nights in Whitc Satin" plays
1.1
Diuitles
on the jukebox by Stanford's
choice. He drums the air with
his hands while Young taps
..
the table with the fingers of
both hands, Pense looks off in
the distance singing to himuffet
self, and Price sits with his
hands crossed on his lap and a
thoughtful frown. It is a wonder thatthis eclectic bunch ever
y'.,wcase
came together.
1 27
As his educated hands cut
ds, including
the air in front of him, Stanford
kies, Broken
is a thin, amused hawk. He is
clad in his typical garb: a black
asta Pete
leatherbiker jacket with a bottle
ni at opener auached to the zipper
on the left pocket, a white
"Yeagermeister . . . so smooth"
t-shirt, a purple bandanna
______•
across his forehead keeping his
#
_•-,
long blond hair back, Air Pe''
gas us tennishoes over white
S
0 gym socks, and dirty grey
cut offjean shorts over black
tights pushed up to his knees.
The
tights have a sort of
OPA
snakeskin pattern on them,

A.

!

LdIr

I
;$s

\PP

hair. His medium height and compact but
Khaki shorts, and an old sorority dance twhich he traded his sister an old pair of
is covered with faded, holed jeari
shirt tucked in with a woven leather belt.
Levis for. Pense described the pattern as a
tennishoes, and a buttonup shirt with th
He
sports
an
untamed
goatee
which
origi"kind of mesh leather look." He also wears
top two buttons undone, showing his pernate4
while
camping
in
Joshua
Tree
during
five or six silver bracelets on his left wrist
petual gold chain; Young's visual effect is
spring
break
that
gives
him
an
appearance
which clink together when he reaches up to
somehow reflective of the 70's and while
reminisce
of
a
beamik;
when
not
speaking
sweep his hair from his deceptively innowatching him play his guitar one can easily
he
fmgers
this
or
the
two
small
hoops
that
cent looking little boy's face that conceals
be
swept up in the excitement and begin to
adorn
his
left
earlobe.
his shrewdness behind twinkling blue eyes.
disco.
He
has
recently
replaced
former
Loose
After playing with groups that didn't exLiam "Leemur" Price is a 21 year old
Pickles lead singer sophomore Todd
actly suit his style, 23 year-old Stanford
computer
science math/ philosophy major.
Doolittle
and
is
now
doing
vocals
for
the
seems quite excited about Loose Pickles.
He
has
short
dark brown hair, a strong
band
as
well
as
saxophone.
"I'm playing with the caliber of musicians
jawline,
thick
dark-rimmed
glasses, and a
"The
band
is
the
funnest
thing
you
could
that I've never played with before and that
tucked-in
short
sleeve
button
up shirt colever
do,"
said
21
year-old
lead
guitarist
Jim
makes it sweet. Leemur's bass playing abilYoung,
who
spends
at
least
3
to
4
hours
ored
with
a
faded
dark
blue
pattern
with
ity really gets me in the gonads and that
white
and
light
blue
leaves
across
it.
He
each
day
concentrating
on
music
or
musical
makes it fun," said Stanford in the joking
things
in
preparation
toapply
to
grad
school
wears
a
gold
band
on
his
right
ring
finger
sexual innuendo that usually weaves its
that means nothing, except that his mother
atUSC.Young, who is from LA, is the only
way through the band's jovial banter.
band
member
who
is
focusing
on
music
and
gave
it to him, and an allergy ID bracelet on
Chase Pense, a 21 year-old senior physics
his
guitar
as
a
full
time
career.
"I
will
his
left
wrist. He's allergic to yellowjackets
major, is usually very open and loose physiand
ground
hornets; when he was youngc
definitely
be
doing
this
for
the
rest
of
my
cally to the point offloppiness, but now sits
life,"
he
said.
Young
is
also
the
originating
he
was
mowing
the lawn and got stung i
nervous under the scrutiny of an interview,
force
and
manager
ofLoose
Pickles,
which
the
head,
and
the
next thing he remember
acting like alittle kid that's been questioned
involves
getting
gigs
and
taking
care
of
is
"paramedics
looping
me up with varior
about a missing cookie ten minutes before
other
business
the
band
might
encounter.
analgesic
drugs."
dinnertime. Hefidgets with his hands, picks
As he speaks, Young smiles often and
He started the bass about sevenyearsag.
at the table side, smooths his shorts, and
uses
his
hands
in
distinct
firm
gestures
Why?
"It came to me in a post-orgasmic
strokes his chin. When he can he breaks off
unless
he
is
grasping
his
beer
or
using
one
trance."
into meaningless conversation of relief with
of many sayings he frequently spouts, such
The band, as well as other extracurricular
the other band members.
as
"like
no
other,"
"as
far
as
you
know,"
or
activities
including marathons, take preceNormally, however, this shyness is not
any
one
of
a
number
oflines
from
Wayne's
dent
over
school for Price. "I do whatever
the case. After one late night, while driving
World.
He
has
carefully
groomed
strawI
want,
and
then school. I enjoy schoolfriends home, the first strains of the Red
berry
blond
hair,
which
he
wears
short
on
work,
but
I
know
so many people who are
Hot Chili Pepper's "Under the Bridge,"
the
sides
and
longer
in
the
back,
and
a
short
which the Loose Pickles play, became ansee PICKLES, page 11
full beard that is slightly redder than his
dible on his old blue Volkswagen van's
speakers. Pense stopped the van,
Woo
turned up the volume, and jumped
out into the street where he began to
serenade the quiet sleeping neighborhood in deafening tones capable
only ofaman who is simultaneously
attemping to inhumanly gyrate his
body whilecrawling down the street.
He was soon joined by Young, who
was a bit more restrained physically but just as responsible for the
five or more complaints security
received in the ten minutes they
spent dancing and singing in the
dark wet night.
Pense is tall with brown curly
hair, and has been said to look somewhat like Mr. Bums of Simpson's
fame athough his vibrantblue eyes
.
.
.
hold an unregimented passion that .
.
.
.
is quite contradictory to that analogy He is weanng his typical wool
socks, worn brown suede Birks, Loose Pickles drummer Steve Stanford has been playing drums for 14 years.
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Ragan, Merrill's dramatic works on display at Kittredge
By Catherine Friis
Staff Writer

pressive society.
A grant from the University enabled
Ragan to complete the
"Buttoned-Down Series."
Her work will be compiled

and the viewers of the installation. "The
workproduced is meant toprovide the viewer

selected national exhibits, including the
Museum of Modem Art in New York.

Artists Betty Ragan and Hugh Merrill
presentuniquevariety ofpieces atKittredge
Gallery. Their contemporary work incor porates an interesting contrast of media.
Ragaii, an art professor here, shows her
first new body of photography work since
she began teaching at Puget Sound two
years ago. In "Buttoned-Down Series,"
Ragan incorporates architecture with
women's buttoned-down clothing in black
and white collage photography.
Her contemporary work replicates isolated photographed sections of Greek revival and Gothic stone carvmgs from Seattle Music Hall and Tacoma architecture.
The pictures of the women's vintage clothing were shot from the wardrobe collection
of the University theater.
According to Ragan, she came to the
"Buttoned-Down Series" idea by following what was appearing in her mind's eye.
"Initially, I wanted the clothing as a still
not with factual or illustrative information,
life; however, after photographing the clothties of matted framed media to make up a
The exhibit will remain open until April
completed piece. The dramatic effect of but with a record of my own attempt," said
ing and rows and rows of tiny buttons, I was
26. Kiltredge Gallery is open Monday
dissatisfied," said
the prints could Memll.
Merrill acts as a visiting lecturer to univerthrough Friday from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. On
Ragan. "The archinot be seen if
sities around the nation and displays work in
Sundays, it is openfrom 1 to 4 p.m..
tectural imagery
they were diskept creeping into
played alone; the
"The work
my thinking."
multitude of
As a result of lispieces function
is
meant
to
pr
tening to her
together.
mind's eye, she
Through
viewer not
merged the still life
Merrill's thinktual or illusti
idea with the archiing and feeling,
tectural imagery,
his statements
formation, bi
which resulted in a
exude public
sharp and captivatconcern, and auing appearance. By
tobiographical,
combining the consocial, and polititrasting imagery,
cal communicasne was aoie LO ention. In "Facts of
Fiction," Merrill
hancethe shapes in
the collages through the black and white
draws in the viewer by combining these
notions into his bold black and white
shading. Although theblackness ofthe hard,
cold architecture imagery appears stoic, the
etchings or in the diverse color installasoft curvature of feminine buttoned clothtions.
ing is illuminated by the white shades and
An intriguing medium Merrill works
---- rit xgiiis
__.nt_-----_-p[(LCSS.
adds dynamic elements to the pieces.
wiul
In order to achieve the starkcontrast in the
this process with a flat zinc plate and then
layout design, Ragan worked from the
alters the plate with additions and subtractions by scraping, aquatinting, etching,
"knowledge of process." According to
...
Ragan, she did not have a particular design
and drypoint. After the plate is reworked,
Getting your stuff home doesn't have to be a
ideabefore creating the collages; she incora completely different texture can be rehassle. We'll pack and ship it all home for you.
porated the forms as they appeared in her
leased. By the final plate, the surface
From bicycles to computers—shipping small
is our specialty. Or pack it yourself.
We can loads
mind. "I just do what goes through my
obtains its own identity and becomes so
We offer a complete line of.professional
head," says Ragan.
packaging supplies—from filler and tape to
thin and delicate it cannot be handled.
help!
just the right size boxes. Call us now and
According to Ragan, both the architecAccording to Merrill, the process is an act
your stuff will be home before you are!
tural and buttoned clothing imagery repreofchanging the plate by integrating thinkCustom crating and packing
sents structures in our society. Through the
ing, feeling, and woiking on the print.
Shipping from 1 to 1.000 poundSIncluding overnight delivery
imagery she believes that she subconThrough this process the artist's intellecinsurance to $100,000
sciously created two restrictions. The first
tual/political and personal voice unfolds.
Free pick-up for 5 or more boxes
Packaging supplies-boxes. tape, toam
This sequential process can be seen in
restriction deals with the struggle of the
individual through the absence of the huL,t,uaa 'Jan ,
½a
manbody. Theotherrestriction is displayed
tion ofthe series ofetchings entitled "The
by the placement of clothing inside the
Raoul Wallenberg Suite." The piece is
overpowering buildings. The buildings
dedicated to Raoul Wallenberg, a man
Wr
CA,TF'
imply an ornatecharacterofstructure where
who attempted to save the last intact Jewthe clothing is trapped inside the heaviness
ish population in Europe from Nazi distincuon,. According to Merrill, he atof the architectual images. According to
Ragan, this imprisonment shown in "Butempeo to Dridge me custance tetween
toned-Down Series" may reflect our opthe participants involved in the extinction
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Ellemosonary explores mother/daughter relationships
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GET TRAINING IN
MILITARY INTELLIGENCE PLUS A BONUS OF PRIDE.
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The full-time pride you'll feel as an American for your
part-time service in the Army Reserve is a sound reason
for joining.
Another is the excellent experience you'll acquire in the
fascinating skills employed in military intelligence.
You'll also be well paid for part-time service - usually for one
weekend a month plus two weeks' Annual Training.
And for college students, money from the Montgomery GI
Bill added to pay earned during a standard enlistment could
provide over $18,000 for education.
Make an intelligent decision and look into the Army Reserve.
If you are a United States citizen
and speak Mandarin Chinese or Korean, CALL:
472-9656
584-4035
Tacoma Mall
Lakewood
BE ALL YOU CAN K.
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"We had a gig hehrc We ac maRy had a
band," said Stanlurd.
Young met and startcd jai nining with
Stanford and Pciise earl er ih me year,
and sxn Lhev beeaii to play s nnades and
Deli house,
tlien Loose
Pickles
erformed at numerous gigs
such as
aNightandheldan outdoor
escircleduringGreekWcck
Ling to Price, was "a musical

W-1

I..

e was working his own
0 knew of
sked him to
Young had
)e.lt dance in
ekend, and
layer. Price
week Loose

ARMY RESERVE

Night did
crowdofai
Pickles, w
seniors Cir
spent threi
amounts c
"Tacoma (
The frenz'

crowd likes
what it's all
crowds."
"There wa

flob(xly there, it was cold
)Iayed like shit. Other than
retty well," said Young.
reckWeekcertainlydidnot
m d's expectatIons, Casino
rforming for a responsive
)ximatcly lO()pcople,Locsc
the debut of backup singers
Maestas and Tammy Hillier,
urs pumping intoxicating
weaL and energy into the
e," vernacular for Rotunda.
- dancing reached an apex
na's "Smells Like Teen
is one of
band'sfavorause, said Stanford, "The
tndshows usenergy That's
'out- feedingenergy off the

good crowd response even

thoughpeoplewerenottoodrunk,"added
Price.
Audience intoxication may or may not
be a factor tomorrow night (April 17) at
Magoos, the band's next gig and first bar
performance. Loose Pickles is uying to
change their music more towards the bar
scene, which according to Stanford is
more groove than pop oriented. "We're
playing music now we 1 ike. It' s part of the
new direction we're heading in. It's a
waste of time to be in a band if you don't
like what you're doing," he said, "There's
no honesty in it, and honesty is first and
foremost. If you can't get on a stage and
convince the audience that you're enjoy ing it, then how can you expect them to
enjoy it?"
Stanford, incidentally, is the one who
came up with the name Loose. Pickleg,
Although his relationship to the actual
definition of this term is sketchy, he does
feel it is apL "We needed a name that
stiiied what we are all about. One of the
most essential l)arts that defines a hand is
unfortunately the name; we are four distiflCt persons from Ibur distinct hackgrounds sharing the common thread of a
happy-go-luckyhunch. We wanted Loincorporate this in the name yet retain an
aura of mystery. Loose Pickles said who
we are yet said nothing at all about who
we are," Stanfird said.
Whoever they arc, Loose Pickles has a
promising, albeit indefinite future with
many worthwhile and acheivable goals.
"In four years wewill reunite, be knighted
by Queen Elizabeth, and play the Prince's
trust concert with Eric Clapton as our
opener, ' said Stanford. And who knows
how imlx)ssJhlc this really is? Said Price,
"You can do things you never though
were possible with adrenaline." And
adrenaline is certainly not something
Loose Pickles lack.
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Loggers take a crack at Concordia, score high
IBy Matt Gordon
Staff Writer
When the umpires walkedoffBurns Field
Saturday afternoon, afterending the second
game ofa scheduled doubleheader between
Puget Sound and Concordia College, they
looked tired and relieved.
As they passed the bleachers with their
heads down, an angry Concordia fan lashed
out at them: "I hope we never come back
here again."
One of the men in blue looked up at her
and saidpolitely, "Ma'am, I hope you don't
either."
This exchange seemed to typify the frustrations of the dark,wet afternoon for the
Cavaliers and the umpires. The Loggers,
however, had good reason to be happy. Tim
Luhring drew a bases-loaded walk in the
bottom of the tenth inning of the first game,
driving in Jason Finnigan with the winning
run in a 3-2 victory. The triumph raised the
Loggers season record to 7-19 and avenged
earlier losses to Concordia in Pcwtland.
The contest was marred by ejections of
Concordia players, numerous disputes over
the quality of the umpires, and soggy
weather that finally got wet enough to convince the umpires to call the second game in
the top of the third inning.
The home team pulled out the win on the
strength of five innings of no-hit relief
pitching from right-hander Todd Bay and a
two-hit, two-rbi day from first baseman
Finnigan. Bay entered the game in the sixth
inning and was untouchable the rest of the
way, striking out seven Cavalier hitters and
earning the win. Finnigan hita single in the
first to drive homeiustinMaloofandstroked

fl
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Logger shortstop, Matt Guyette, takes a long look at the ball as his pitch goes by during Saturday's game against Conco, ia College.
a double in the fifth inning that scoredJason
Olson and tied the game at two.
Concordia's only runs came on a secondinning home run to left field off of starting

pitcher Robert Wickstrom. For the righthanded Wickstrom, the smash was one of
only four hits he surrendered in his five
innings of work.
The Loggers had a chance to win the
gamein regulation,butChrisPerkins struck
out with the bases loaded and two out in the
bottom of the seventh inning. Their failute
to score became academic, however, when
Finnigan walked to lead off the bottom of
the tenth, was sacrificed to second, and
scored the winning run after the Concordia
pitcherwalked Gary Markham and Luhring
consecutively. .
Loggercoach Russ Anderson was pleased
with his team's victory.
"We had some people step up and do the
job that hasn't been getting done," Anderson said. "Wickstnm and Bay did a great

Athlete of the Week......
Wong shoots ftr district title
IJBy Eric D. Williams
Sports Editor
With a year ofexpenence under her belt,
soptI()morc tCflfliS player Lisa Wong has
greatly Exncfited from the much ncukd
experIucL Gone are the anxieties of lx
ing a ntWcomer In one ofthe top WOETIfl
tennis programs in the Northwtst
Replacing that once timid individual is a
conficknt compt,Litor who has battled
through adversity this season and earned
this week's athlete of the week honors.
•1 his season I ye trud to be more mcn
tally tough," Wong said. I just go out
there and play. I don't feel the pressure as
much as I did last season. In matches, Ijust
try [0 play one point at a me"
Wong, a native ofLake Oswego, Oregon
'

'

,

.

'
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Experience the Beauty I
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is rankc(1 #35 in the nation in the latest
NAIA tennis rating [011. East week Wong
had impressive victories over the (IniverSiLy if l'urtlaiid, V'hitiiian ('olliee and
Central Washin2ton. Rielu flow. \½'iint' is

a

,

'

"I think we have a
good chance to win
it all. ,,

job."
On Sunday, the Loggers traveled to
Abbotsford, B.C., where they splitadoubleheader with the National Baseball Institute
of Canada. Jon Huber drove in two runs on
two hits, and Joe Lowry and Man Guyette
each had two hits and one rbi to lead Puget
Soun4to an8-4 victory in the first game.
Scott Smith, making his first start of the
year, combined with Brodie Carmichael on
a three-hitter and upped his record to 3-2.
In Sunday's second game, the Loggers
managed just one hit off of NBI pitching
and fell 5-1. Gary Brooks started the game
and took the loss, his first of the season.
The Loggers continues their season this
weekend at Lewiston, Idaho, where they
willplay three games against Division I foe
Lewis-Clark State.

.

10-6 overall record, 5-2 m distri
Ithasbecnakindoffrustraung

Wongsaid Wehavebeensicka]
has made it hard to keen focuse
are still doing well. We have been wii
mug."
KaryIeNrartiir. Vong feels
Kramer has hclpd the tander
the court.
"Kaiylc and I geL along re
tliiiik we have a gxxl chance L
\k•onu said. "1 think liviii IL

I
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I
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of an Alaskan Summer
I
Come Study with us at UAA!
I
We offer courses in the following areas:
I
•Continuing Professional Education for Teachers
•Alaska Wilderness Studies & Outdoor Education I
•Programs forYoung People
I
•Telecourses
•Various General Ed & Graduate Level Courses
I

a complete listing of courses offered this
I For
summer, return this coupon by mail to UAA
I Summer Sessions, 707 A Street, Suite 201,
I

I

I
I
I
I
I
L

S

Anchorage, Alaska, 99501, or fax us your
information at (907) 279-4419.

State_______ Zip_______

City
cs;ct3
The

1
-

Name
Address
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Thurs. April 16

Golf at Portland State University

Away 1:30 p.m.

Fri. April 17

Softball at Linfield College
Men's Tennis at Wilamette
Women's Tennis at University of Wash.

Away 3:00 p.m.
Away 2:30 p.m.
Away 2:30 p.m.

Sat. April 18

Track & Field (J.D. Shotwell Invite)
Softball at Willamette University
Baseball at Lewis-Clark State College
Men's Tennis at Western Wash. Univ.
Women's Tennis at Western Wash. Univ.
Crew at Cascades Sprints, Bellingham, Wa.

Sun. April 19

Baseball at Lewis-Clark State College

Away 1:00p.m.

Tue. April 21

Men's Tennis at Central Wash. Univ.

Away 3:30 p.m.

14

HOME 10:30 a.m.
Away 11:00 a.m.
Away 3:00 p.m.
Away 10:00a.m.
Away 10:00a.m.
Away

Tennis

PugetSound tenrns team is getting primedfor upcoming districisat Central Washington.

0

IS

The Logger men and women tennis teams
swept their respective opponents last week
as action headed into the second week of
April. Coach Steve bowen and the men's
squad posted shutout wins over LewisClark College 9-0 in Portland on Friday in
non-district action and Whitworth College
9-0at the UPS Tennis Pavilion on Saturday
in a district match-up. The Logger men's

There are hundreds
of questions on the
GMAT. GRE and LSAT
This checKiist will help
you answer afl of them.
Kaplan makes test prep convenient.
V

With 150 centers and thousands of class schedules,
the odds are we'll be ready to teach when and
where you need us to be there.

Kaplan helps you manage your time.
S

V

Diagnostic tests and personalized counseling help
you recognize stumbling blocks early on, before
they hurt your performance.

Kaplan offers the best value.
EVI_
Ej

fl

4

V

Our courses are competitively priced and offer the
complete preparation that has helped more students get
into the school of their choice than anyone else.

Kaplan is the industry leader.
53 years of experience and 2 million graduates
prove we've got the expertise and resources it
takes to help students succeed.

Free Diagnostic test available. Center open
seven days a week. 1107 NE 45th Street
#440 in Seattle. Call collect 206-632-0634.

Kc7plan Test Prep
rV The Answer

© 1992 Stanley H. Kaplan Educational Center Ltd.

a

tennis team, in hiking their record to 11-4
overall and 5-2 in district action, recorded
their fifth and sixth shutouts of opponents
this season.
Freshman sensation Brent Chin became
the Loggers first 20-match winner of the
year as his record stands at 20-6 in both
singles and doubles play this season. John
Rice is the only other Logger to hit double
digits in match wins. Rice is currently 15-8
overall in both singles and double play and
David Ichikawa has been untouchable this
season, defeating all 15 of his opponents.
Ichikawa is 8-0 singles and 7-0 in doubles
play. His record in distnctplay is 5-0.
The Puget Sound Men's tennis team will
begin this week by traveling to Salem,
Oregon fora non-conference match against
WillametteUniversity onFriday.Themen's
squad will then meet the Vikings of Westem Washington University in Bellingham
on Saturday. The Loggers defeated both of
this week's opponents that last time they
met. The Loggers beat Willamette last season at home 8-1 and also defeated Westexn
Washington 8-1 earlier this year at home in
distnct action.

Golf
The University of Puget Sound men's
golf team finished in the middle of the 10team field as the Loggers hosted their won
golfinvitational at the Fircrest Golf Course
last Thursday and Friday. Coach Gordy
Pfeifer's team tallied 638 points for the
two-thy event. Pacific Lutheran University
took home the team honors with 588. The
Loggers were paced by Steve Reents, who
shot 155 in the 36-hole format. Other Logger scores includedBrian Frei (162), DAN
SWANSON (157), MARKCARDA (173),
and Brent Olson (170).

Softball
The Loggers took to the road this weekend, journeying to Portland for a contest
against Warner Pacific where the Logger
offense exploded, taking two games from
the Knights. Puget Sound then traveled to
Canada to take on Simon Fraseron Sunday
and grabbed a4- 1 opening victory behind a
two-hitter by pitcher Melody Stanley.
Stanley also provided powerfrom the plate,
almost hitting for a cycle with a single,
double and triple, driving in three of Puget
Sound's four runs.
In the second game of the twin bill the
Loggers continued to rib the ball but could
not get the runs across, dropping a 2-1
decision in extra innings. The Loggers
pounded out 13 hits in two games against
the Clan and played the best ball of the
season, according to coach Hamilton. The
Loggers continue to get great performances
across the field with TaraL Brown at third,
Pua'ala Soares at shortstop and Lori Buck
at firstbase.

Opinions
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Euphemism pervades
more than campus
To Whom It May Concern:
In last week's Trail, it was shown in the
staff editorial how euphemistic language
has permeated our way of thought. To further this discussion I would like to quote
from that sage of comedy,George Carlin,
who, throughout his career has fought
against the degeneration of our language,
using humor as his weapon. Carlm says
that we shouldn't be afraid of words that tell
the truth, and that is exactly what euphemisms try to conceal. Without further ado,
here is Carlin at his best:
"There is a condition in combat when a
fighting person's nervous system has been
stressed to its absolute
peek, to its limit. In the
first world war that
rfle (
condition was called
shell shock' Simple
kill pec
honest,
direct
neutra.
language ... almost
sounds like the guns
Or they
themselves. That was
seventy years ago."
an
"Then a whole generation wentby and the
same condition was called 'Battle Fatigue.'
We're up to four syllables, takes a little
longer to say, doesn't seem to hurt as much.
Fatigue is a nicer word than shock."
"Then came the war in Korea, and the
same condition is called 'Operational exhaustion.' Hey, we're up to eight syllables
now. The humanity has been completely
squeezed Out of the phrase, it is totally
sterile now. 'Operational Exhaustion,' it
sounds like something that might happen to
your car."
"Then came the war in Vietnam, and
thanks to the lies and deceit in that war, I
guess it's no surprise that the exact same
condition is called 'Post-Traumatic Stress
Disorder.'It's still eight syllables but we've
added a hyphen...and the pain is completely
buried under the jargon."
"I'll betcha, if we were still calling is
'Shell Shock,' some of those Viemam veterans would have gotten the attention they
needed at the time."
It that wasn't enough, here are a few more
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tidbits of Carlin's comedic genius:
"...Poor people used to live in slums.
Now the economically disadvantaged occupy sub-standard housing in the inner
cities ... And the broke, they don't have a
negative cash-flow position... 'Cause they
were fired, you know, management wanted
to curtail redundancies in he human resources area. So many of these people are
no longer viable members of the work
force."
"The CIA doesn't kill people, they neutralize them. Or they depopulate the area."
"The government doesn't lie, they engage in dis-information."
"The Pentagon actually measures radiation in something they call sunshine units."
"Israeli murderers are called commandos. Arab commandos are called terrorists."
"

Cnntri kil1r

called freedom fightA does&t .•:: em. Well, if crime
fighters fight crime,
Le. They
,1 and fire fighters fight
e them.
fire, what do freedom
fighters fight? They
popu11 aLt e •
never mention that
part."
ca." • .• • • ••
.
"We have no more
deaf people in this
country.
We have the hearing
impaired ... Blind people are visually impaired,orpartly sighted...Thesepeoplehave
been bull-shitted by the system into believing ifyou change the name ofthe condition,
somehow you'llchange thecondition. Well,
hey cousin, it doesn't happen."
We have no more stupid people ... they are
minimally exceptional. how would you
like to be told that about your child—he's
minimally exceptional."
"Psychologists have actually started calling ugly people those with severe appearance deficits."
"If I die in a hospital they'll call it a
terminal episode. The insurance company
will refer to is as negative patient care
outcome. And if it's the result of malpractice, they'll call it a therapeutic misadventure."
"It's getting so bad now, any day I expect
to hear a rape victim referred to as an
unwilling sperm recipient."
"I'm telling ya, some of this language
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A plea to Puget Sound

S

from the student poor
Does the average University of Puget
Sound student want to know the truth about
tuition? Okay, maybe some of you don't
have to worry about it, but let's face it folks,
for a vast majority an education here is very
expensive today—and thatprobably wasn't
the language that came to mind when you
first totalled the fully disclosed amount it
would cost for your first year here at UPS.
Remember... ourexpenses included tuition,
housing, a housing deposit, a meal plan, an
ASUPS fee, books for eight classes, books
for their accompanying labs, lab fees, general school supplies
and, if we were taking
one of those "easy A"
"Don't:
studio art classes like
YOU kflew
the one back in high
school, well, in a week :
ition w
or so we took a much
being dunn
closerlookatthoscsyllabus-supply lists and
year here
our checkbooks. We
enrolled h
were looking at quite a
a ires
few thousand dollars
minimum.
Somehow it was af- I
fordable andthereturn,
although four years away, would easily
surpass the original investments. That's
right, investments. These expenses have to
be met every year. It can all be paid back
after you graduate (if you can end up affording to graduate). Don't you wish that
you knew how much tuition would end up
being during your fourth year here when
you first enrolled at UPS as a freshman?
And how many ofyou found out how much
it was going to cost next year the hard way?
After you'd already enrolled?
Frankly, having even one person left out
of graduation in the spring because of ceonomic budgetary shortfalls, is onetoo many.
The University has informed us that yet
anothertuition increaseis on theway. Three
years ago tuition was a couple thousand
less than it is this year. Unfortunately, to a
lot of people, that's all it will take to send
them packing. Students that "qualify" for
fmancial aid are constantly re-assured that
there will be enough money to get them
through school. That's just not true. Too
often there is not enough money, and the
increase in tuition ends up meaning increased loans pay-offsaftergraduation. This
leads to the gullible people who say, "I earn
xYz and tuition is XY, add in a little
inflation here and there and... Hey, I can
afford that! " See, the person who is advising them on their admittance requirements
is telling them about all the fmancial assistance they'll be getting, and before John Q

Studentknows it, he's acontinuing student,
down in the bookstore writing a check for
six textbooks and an assortment of paperbacks.
Many creative, talented, and intelligent
students here at UPS will not receive their
BAs from UPS because they can't afford
theirjunior or senior years. People borrow
money to go to school here and they are
encouraged to do so with this grandiose
promise of intellectual superiority and a
highly marketable degree backed up with
over a century of excellence in education.
When a student applies
- to UPS there is a little
sentenceaboutthepos. wish that
sibiity of an increase
Ow much . in tuition at any time,
but it doesn't say "EvId end up •
er year there will be
your
fourth
an increase of between
n you first 9% and 13%, YOU
at UPS as CANCOUNTONIT."
Surely aflatratesys. • . 9" . .. .....
. .
tem on a four year basis
is an option this univer
.
sity should look into. It
is fair to every student
regardless of the time period they decided
to enroll in. Within the framework of such
a system there are graduated increases or
perhaps fixed increases for the incoming
classes and everyone would know that they
would need such-and-such an amount over
the next four years. Naturally, the merements would have to efficiently cover the
world or national economic fluctuations.
The years with gross surpluses would simply cover the years with shortfalls or fill a
reserve fund to accommodate these variations and supplement an ever-growing endowment. These amounts could be revised
every four to eight years, or if absolutely
imperative, in emergencies.
We know that an institution of this size
isn't run on its take at the door and we also
know that a student that feels neglected or
robbed by their school won't give a dime
ten years from now. Certainly not if they
are one of the "few" who never finished
their degrees at UPS. Undoubtedly there
are flaws in this scheme, but please! UPS
administration, for your students' sakes,
please be straight with the numbers. Please
treat students as human beings, instead of
like so many head of cattle, and devise
some system to keep dedicated and financially strapped studentsfmm falling through
the tuition gap and into long-term debt or
even into a university or college of a lesser
reputation simply because of their monetary status.

makes me want to vomit. Well, maybe not
vomit. It makes me want to engage in an
involuntary personal protein spill."
Kudos to Carlin. He tells it like it is.
Chris Perkins

whatever situation arises.
The Mission Statement of the UPS 199 11992 Bulletin says "Puget Sound shall remain small in size, its student body predominantly residential, its community and
programs increasingly multicultural, itsfacully and staff committed above all to personalized education and teaching quality."
The students at UPS are paying $1571.25
for one unit ($6285.00/four units). We have
approximately 46 days of in-class work.
And having missed four sessions, I believe
wholeheartedly that all students who are
enrolled in BPA 225 deserve a refund. I
have figured out how much each class days
isvalued: $1571.25/46days=$34.15x4=
$136.60.
I do not blame our instructor. She is an
excellentprofessorand I can not say enough
good things about her. I do blame the
University because it is their responsibility
see LETTERS next page

UPS fails BPA students
To Whom It May Concern:
I am thoroughly upset with the University
ofPuget Sound over the way the school has
handled the situation with BPA 225 Business Law class. April 6, 1992 was the
fourth day this class was not held. I was
there, along with several ofmy fellow classmates, willing to take part in the lecture. I
can never regain this valuable information.
I can understand missing one day, possible
two, during a semester, but four times has
crossed the line. The University has an
obligation to provide students with an instructor to teach the class, regardless of
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The perils

of the programs that the Activists for a
BetterEnvironment are sponsoring forEarth
Week.
Sincerely
Jerry Keister

LETIERS from previous page
to provide the students with an instructor on
a regular basis.
Tim Roepke

ElBy Jason Saffir
Staff Deviant
Let's talk about shopping.
Shopping is when you go outand get stuff
that you may or may not need, that you may
or may notbe able to afford, so that you can
take it home to where you may or may not
have room font. And this isconsidered fun.
There are several different kinds of things
that you can purchase. There are things that
you cannot re-use so that you have nothing
to show for them, which makes you wonder
why they cost so much. Food, bathroom
stuff, gasoline etc.... There are also things
that are relatively permanent, so they sit
around and you wonder why they cost so
much. Canned food, condoms, houses etc....
Products and services are not the things that
we want. It's the actual act ofshopping that
turns us on.
Let's face it, salespeople are amusing.
Like the time I needed some high-heel
shoes and made the mistake of going to
Target to get them. I arrived with cash and
asked for a pair of size, lOw black pumps
and the salewoman said tactfully, "Eeeek!"
They were much nicer at Klopfenstiens
when I bought a teal, silk dress and all the
woman said was, "Oh this dress is great,
you don't need a bust for it." But enough of
my veiled, tranvestitic impulses.
Waiters and waitresses are even more
fun. My favorite is when you are with a
group of eleven people, and everyone orders something with massive substitutions

A quick recycling guide
To Whom It May Concern:
I am the student coordinator for the Recycling Team working for Plant. Since last
year I have seen a dramatic increase in the
volume of recyclables that we pick up from
all over campus, and overall the program is
working great. However, in honor of Earth
Week (next week!) I'd like to summarize
what services the UPS recycling program
offers, and suggestions on how to use it:
Recycling:
Cans and Bottles: Always empty them,
and if you chew tobacco and use them as
spittoons, they should go in the garbage.
Newspaper: Only newspaper and newspaper type materials (like paper bags) go in
these bins. No magazines, J.Crew ads, or
office type computer paper.
Cardboard: Pleaseemptyandbrcakdown
the boxes , and either stack them by the
other bins, or slide them behind.
WOW:
WOW is used to recycle high quality
paper (notebook, computer, etc.) It is a
must to separate colors from white paper,
as mixing results in the whole box being
thrown out.
SUB Trays:
In the Residential Halls, the Recycling
Team is responsible for picking these up.
Please clean your dishes off so they don't
start growing mold!
Fraternities:
Use the large yellow bins we provide on
the weekends, but take care to keep trash
and aluminum separated, as well as keep
the trash and other waste out of the bins. If
they are too messy, we are forced to throw
everything out.
Thank you, we appreciate your help.
Remember, use your mug and attend some

of purchasing

Some independence, please
To the Editor of the Trail:
In his irritation that students were not
invited to participate in a recent discussion
of"political correctness" printed inArches,
J.J. Coiquhoun suggests that in the future
"the university could offer open forums on
historical, canonical, and curricular questions to supplement the sporadic ones we
already have. Only in this way can ideas
escape the traditional confmes of the isolated classroom."
Here we have in brief compass as unwittingly eloquent demonstration of how the
UPS faculty's celebrated "close personal
attention" to the student can be transformed
by the latter into a self-imposed intellectual
paternalism. Only if professors invite students to a meeting can important ideas
"escape" the classroom! But why don't the
students call the meeting and invite the
professors—or, if they prefer to return the
Arches snub, pointedly fail to invite them?
Mr. Colquhoun fuels my old suspicion
that if students at UPS ever decided to issue
an underground newspaper the first thing
they would do would be to look fora faculty
advisor.
David Lupher
Classics Program

Top 10 Worst SUB Disi
hicken?)
iround Beef and Green Bean Casse-

are not made up:
ig ,...:...-...

n: . .

"Mulligatawny" Soup (lndian for
ed leftover")
Thrrot and Cheese Chowder
;alinon and Potato Chip Casserole

Over Ric.'
. Iurkcv Stroller
7. IhiliCrini (.'asserole

4nncy'rin NnI1,' P.ik'

and the wait-person refuses to write itdown.
(Wait-peopleareaveiyproudbunch.) Then
after you order, they spend the next 25
minutes shuttling back and forth to your
table asking inane questions that they could
have handled with a pen, pencil, crayon or
lipstick. "Was thataburger with cheese and
extra avocado, or was that a burger, no
cheese and extra armadillo?" I wonder why
they get upset at some restaurants when you
steal the pens because sometimes there is
no evidence that these people have ever
even heard of pens.
Onecan always tell ifa salesclerk is lying.
You know, when you ask, "Excuse me, but
why is this 8oz. can of mineral water only
$.89, whilst this 8oz. can of mineral water
$3,599.95?" And they hem and haw and
say something idiotic like, "Well this mmeral watercomes with awarranty," or"This
mineral water possesses self-awareness."
Why don't they just come out and say,
"The people who set the prices are the
abusers of numerous chemicals."
Wouldn't it be nice ifsalespeople had the
chutzpah to tell you when you were buying
something that you just don't need?
You: Excuse me, but could I see those
platinum noodle spoons?
Salesperson: Oh for gods sake, I've had it
with you idiot consumers. Use your fmgers
or go hungry.
Then there are products that are actually
too humiliating to purchase. These days
condoms and lubricants and vaginal foams
and latex body-suits are necessary if you
want to live, but there are still those that
think that the check-out person will laugh
or they will make God or their mothers cry.
And then there are Girl Scout cookies.
They stand outside the Safeway and make
you feel like toe-jam if you don't buy ninedozen chocolatey-cream-cookies.
The whole problem could be solved if the
Girl Scouts of America added Chocolateyvazinal-foam to their repertoire.
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tOftable taking responsibility for
yoursexual decision making, beer
istheperfectwaytoabdicateyour
responsibility."
TheaudiencewasgiveraLtnce
on anonymous
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"The double standard people
KLEIN from page 1
granted 20 years ago is
deciding whether to have sex, a
stalling
to be looked at, and
person should think about both
changed."
sides.
Aflother change Klein has no"Do I feel pressured? Comfortis in alcohol usage.
able?" said Klein. "What if others
"There is a huge increase in the
fmd out? Does it mean the same
mniintc nfilcoho1 consumed on
to my partner as it does to me?
since 20 years ago," said
Am I aware ofthe consequences?
Klein.
We teach young people how to
Two things bother him the most
make decisions about other things,
about this: "Why is everybody
but never about sex."
drinking so much?" asked Klein.
Looking back athis collegeyears
"Md how are they supposed to
in the early 70's, Klein said he's
maicing sexuai decisions when
noticed three big changes. One is
they're
drunk?"
that more people are using
Klein
added that students use
condoms, but still not enough.
alcohol
as an excuse for sexual
Another change is in women's
actions. "If you don't feel comattitudes.
.%IariKlein,
hj

.

.

Addressing a question about
fantasies, Klein explained, "Yes,
fantasizing is a form of sex. Some
people are afraid that if they have
a sexual fantasy, then it means
that is what they are hoping will
happen. That's not true." Klein
added that it's ve common to
have sexual fantasies aboutpeople
of the same genderor family members, and that doesn't mean those
are one's secret desires.
As for the sexual peak theory,
he denounced the "myth" that
women peak at 35 and men at 17.
Klein said, "We never reach our
sexual neak. just like we never
stop learning." As men and
women get older, their reflexes
get slower, and therefore it takes
longer togetan erection and ejaculate, but this isjust onepart ofsex.
He said that sex can, and should,
get better each time.
When asked about women's orgasms (those things that are like
sneezes, only better), Klein explained that usually ittakesawhule
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for a woman to feel relaxed and
comfortable with her partner so
she can experience an orgasm.
Klein said that if a woman does
not have an orgasm, it is neither
her nor her partner's fault. "It's
not your partner's responsibility
togiveyou an orgasm, likeabunch
of flowers. If you don't reach
orgasm, then you need to let your
partner know what you want so

you can continue toworkon meeting each other's needs."
Besides comparing sex to shopping, Klein related it to eating at a
restaurant. "If you're in a restaurant and you don't like the food,
you leave
the same applies to
sex. You can stop anytime; it's
never too late to get out," he said.
"A person should never have to
say 'no' twice."

...

Wc:iassifieds
HOUSE TO SHARE. . . $200 a month.
Includes utilities and phone. Call 3833426.
FOR SALE: SHARP LAPTOP PC 4500,
dual floppy, Microsoft 1.05, MS DOS
3.21, with carrying case and battery
backup, plus Epson Apex 80
Actionprinter (dot matrix). ALL FOR
ONLY$525!!! CallBarbara@ 572-7116.
HONDA ELITE 50 S. Fun, fast and
economical. Good summer transportation.
$400 or best offer. Call Allen at x4040.
ROOM IN HOUSE. $300 per month.
Near busline, easy freeway access. South
Tacoma area. Quiet, responsible female
student. Likes animals. Non-smoker, nondrinker. Call for interview, leave message:
473-2974.
FOR SALE 6+ bedroom, 3 bath, 2
kitchens - home 5 blocks from U.P.S. $129,000 - call JoAnne Barnett - 5372726 - Windermere Real Estate.
SUMMER JOBS TO SAVE THE
ENVIRONMENT. EARN $2500-3500.
National campaign positions to promote
comprehensive recycling, pesticide reform
and curb global warming. Avail in 29
states and D.C. Campus intvws 4/23. Call
Jamie: 1-800-75 EARTH.
ADVERTISE with Trail Classifieds. It
only costs $2.25 for up to 15 words. Each
additional word is 15. Interested? If so,
mail what you would like your ad to say
along with a check payable to the U PS
TRAIL to "The Trail Classifieds, 1500 N.
Warner, Tacoma, WA 98416." You may
also drop your ad and check in campus
mail or bring them to the Trail office
across from the Pizza Cellar.
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Commencement 'Bay

Be e Breakfat
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Private Full Bath
Bay and Mountain View
Relaxing Hot Tub
____
Cozy Fireplace

Eminpi

752-8175 (till 9pm)

Get

anoffier
monffi off
this
summer.
No, we're not giving you your own personal. time
warp so you can ftnish perfecting your tan lines. But when
you pay for three months' storage at Shurgard, you get the
fourth month free. Which is almost as good. Because when
you go home this summer, you won't have to try roping your
plaid sofa and dayglo bean bag chairs onto the back of your
mountain bike.
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Highland Hill
801 North Mildred
564-2700

Sprague
1235 South Sprague
383-3903

